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Latest News from Government UK Departments, also on the 
Corona-Crises 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

COVID-19 population management strategy for prisons 

Page summary: This paper assesses the impact of various population management 
strategies implemented in prisons in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Change made 
= Following advice from NHS Wales, we have excluded statistics relating to Welsh 
prisons from the data. 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

£5.4 million to support legal advice sector during the COVID-19 

pandemic 

Page summary: People seeking help with housing, debt, discrimination and 

employment problems will benefit from a £5.4m boost thanks to new government 

funding. 

 

New tech will help keep the criminal justice system moving during 
COVID-19 pandemic 

Page summary: New video technology is being brought forward to help keep the justice 
system moving during the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

COVID-19 population management strategy for prisons 

Page summary: This paper assesses the impact of various population management 
strategies implemented in prisons in response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Update on GOV.UK. 
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Body Worn Video Camera pilot evaluation 

Page summary: This study reports on the evaluation of the pilot of body worn video 
cameras across prisons in England and Wales. 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

Safety in custody: quarterly update to December 2019 

Page summary: Safety in custody statistics cover deaths, self-harm and assaults in prison 

custody in England and Wales.  

 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

Automatic early release of terrorists ends 

Page summary: The automatic early release of terrorist offenders will end as emergency 
legislation to ensure the public is protected receives Royal Assent. 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

Terrorist Offenders (Restriction of Early Release) Bill 

Page summary: The Terrorist Offenders (Restriction of Early Release) Bill ensures that 
terrorist offenders are not released before the end of their custodial term without 
agreement of the Parole Board. 

 

Update on GOV.UK. 

 

Tougher sentencing and monitoring in government overhaul of 
terrorism response 

Page summary: Tougher sentences, an end to early release and a review of the 
management of convicted terrorists among measures announced to strengthen the UK’s 
response to terrorism. 

 

 

Update on GOV.UK.

 

Polygraph examinations: Counter Terrorism Bill 2019 to 2020 

Page summary: This factsheet provides information about mandatory polygraph 
examinations in the Counter Terrorism (Sentencing and Release) Bill 2019 to 2020. 

 

Inter-rater reliability of the Extremism Risk Guidelines 22+ (ERG 22+) 

Page summary: This study examines the Inter-rater reliability of the Extremism Risk 
Guidelines (ERG22+), which has been in use across Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation 
Service of England and Wales since 2011. 

 Update on GOV.UK. 
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Security categorisation policy framework 

Page summary: This policy framework sets out the process for the security categorisation 

of adult male and young adult male offenders. 

 

 

 

Prisoners (Disclosure of Information about Victims) Bill 

Page summary: This bill ensures that the cruelty of killers who refuse to disclose the 
location of a victim’s remains must be considered by the Parole Board when assessing 
release. 

 

Update on GOV.UK.

 

Prisoner complaints policy framework 

Page summary: Rules and guidance for staff and prisoners on the new Prisoner 
Complaints Policy Framework. 
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